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Ghost of Prophets
Golgotha

In cold chambers
death gruesome shadows
sinners disappear in the dark depths
faith on the hill of crucifixion.
Blood of Apostle

On the night
a divided
heaven
light
of the Gods
disappears
in darkness
of time.
Dark Stars

Soul hides
a secret
priest at
confession
final departure
heaven for
forgiveness
to the final
destination
the light
disappears
in the open sky
with dark star
in his embrace.
Gods

Courage of lonely warriors on the ashes illuminated silence the sleeping Gods.
Reflections

Unreal
pictures
heavenly
life
reflections
of death
in the mirror
of eternity.
Magdalene

Salvation from goblins under cross at Calvary open grave grace of God hidden messages to whisper Apostles.
Way of the Cross

Forgiveness of sins
confession front
of the image
Lord refuge
prayers final
sunset.
Bones

Ghosts
of missing
Apostle
of faith
an open
grave
of prophets
times.
Angel

The stars of night in the eyes of lost angel to shoulder the wind of unbelief.
Resurrection

In the dark
of missing
memories the soul
of righteous
shadow of the Cross
covers
ash
defunct
flame
faith.
Immortality

Tears of blood
in the shadow
of the Cross
on the hill
of crucifixion
extinguished
candles
of missing heaven.
Solar Eclipse

Shadow of Moon
is fell asleep
on the Earth
as darkness
covers fear
in my dreams
sinful.
Prayer

Dark star
in the heart of
groves prayer spirits
on the ashes
of centuries
black ground covered.
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